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Preface

This guide describes how to use PSR Designer to model your products, services, and
resources.

Audience
This guide is intended for business analysts and managers who have a high-level
understanding of your company's products and services and how they fit into your
network solution.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
if you are hearing impaired.

Diversity and Inclusion
Oracle is fully committed to diversity and inclusion. Oracle respects and values having
a diverse workforce that increases thought leadership and innovation. As part of our
initiative to build a more inclusive culture that positively impacts our employees,
customers, and partners, we are working to remove insensitive terms from our
products and documentation. We are also mindful of the necessity to maintain
compatibility with our customers' existing technologies and the need to ensure
continuity of service as Oracle's offerings and industry standards evolve. Because of
these technical constraints, our effort to remove insensitive terms is ongoing and will
take time and external cooperation.
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1
Getting started with PSR Designer

Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer enables business users to model the
basic products, services, and resources, and the key interfaces between them, that make up
a communications service and network solution.

Technical users then import the PSR Designer model into the Design Studio Eclipse
environment, where they enrich it to implement a more complete conceptual model that is
deployed to run-time applications like Oracle Communications Order and Service
Management (OSM) and Oracle Communications Unified Inventory Management (UIM). You
don't need specific technical expertise with these run-time applications to work in the PSR
Designer.

A PSR (product-service-resource) Designer model is an abstract information model
structured according to TM Forum (TMF) principles. The model:

• Shows the relationship of product specifications to customer facing service specifications.

• Shows customer facing service (CFS) specifications as a hierarchical assembly of
resource facing service (RFS) specifications, resource specifications, and location
specifications.

• Defines the information content for aligning key architectural interfaces such as design
actions on CFSs. By defining a common definition at these interfaces, the PSR Designer
model enforces consistent implementations among the producer, consumer, and
intermediate agents such as upstream order definitions, downstream implementations,
and systems such as OSM that may require this level of payload visibility.

The purpose of a PSR Designer model is to visualize an end-to-end solution, to get a high-
level understanding of that solution, and to more easily assess changes. At the PSR
Designer level, the model shows information received from upstream systems and how it's
translated into the information needed to configure the network for the solution. The
application-specific details are specified in later implementation phases.

The PSR Designer model focuses service design discussion on the basics of service
fulfillment: what information is required from the customer and what information needs to be
delivered to the network to enable the service.

Planning a design
Some things to consider before you start designing your conceptual model:

• Which products and related services offered to customers are you modeling?

• Which entities need to be configured in the network, and which types of applications are
responsible for updating these entities?

• Which other services and resources are needed to realize the customer-facing products
and services? What is the relationship between them?

• What underlying data do you need to define for PSR Designer entities, data that is
significant in the actual implementation of the service? For example, a telephone service
needs a telephone number and a service address.
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About PSR Designer applications
PSR Designer includes these individual applications:

Application Description

PSR Modeler Create and work with diagrams, where you create a graphic
design of your service and network model. See Working with
diagrams.

PSR Dictionary Create and edit characteristics and feature groups, which you use
to specify data that help define products, services, and resources
in diagrams. See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

PSR Administrator Create domains, which are a way to group entities in a diagram.
See Creating domains.

Initiative Manager Create initiatives and manage initiative lifecycles. Anything you
create and work on in PSR Designer is part of an initiative. See 
Managing your design process with initiatives.

To navigate to a different application, click the Home icon at the top right and then click
the application's tile, or click the menu icon with three horizontal lines at the top left:

Then select the application from the navigation area that appears on the left side.

About PSR Designer user roles
To use PSR Designer, users need at least one of these roles:

Role Description

Service Fulfillment
Business Analyst

Can do anything in PSR Designer, except launch initiatives. Users
with this role can access PSR Modeler, PSR Dictionary, PSR
Administrator, and Initiative Manager.

Service Fulfillment
Business Approver

Can work with initiatives, inlcuding creating initiatives, approving
initiatives at each stage of their lifecycle, and launching initiatives.
Users with this role can access only Initiative Manager.

About searching
Throughout PSR Designer, you can use the Search box to find items.

When you click the Search box, a small number of suggested search results appears:

Chapter 1
About PSR Designer applications
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If you don't see the item you're looking for, start typing in the box to filter the list until you see
the one you want.

Chapter 1
About searching
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2
Managing your design process with initiatives

Use initiatives to organize and track your work in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR
Designer.

Topics in this document

• About initiatives

• Creating initiatives

• Viewing an initiative's contents

• Managing initiatives

About initiatives
Everything you create and change in PSR Designer is part of an initiative, including
diagrams, domains, entities,and characteristics. Having an initiative is a necessary
prerequisite to any other work you do in PSR Designer.

Initiatives follow a lifecycle, a process to manage your team's work from initial design through
final approval and launch.

The contents of an initiative are not available to other initiatives until you launch the initiative.
You can then revise diagrams and entities and reuse domains, characteristics, and feature
groups. See Revising diagrams and entities.

Initiatives have the following stages, which you can adapt to your business process:

• Study: Create an initial diagram. You can't export the initiative to Design Studio yet.

• Design: Refine and complete the diagram. You can now export the initiative to Design
Studio to start testing there.

• Test: Conduct more formal testing using your business's process. The diagram is frozen.
You can export the initiative to Design Studio, but can't make more changes in PSR
Designer. After testing, you can either proceed to the next stage, return to the Design
stage, or reject the initiative, which deletes the initiative and its contents.

• Active: Do one final pre-launch review. The diagram is still frozen. You can export the
initiative to Design Studio, but can't make more changes in PSR Designer.

• Launched: Approving the design in the Active stage launches it. The design is now
complete. Initiative contents cannot be changed, but the model can be revised using new
initiatives.

Creating initiatives
To create an initiative:

1. In Initiative Manager, click Create Initiative at the top right.

The Create Initiative dialog box appears.
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2. Enter a name.

3. Click Create.

You can delete an initiative only at the Test stage of its lifecycle.

Viewing an initiative's contents
To view a list of the diagrams, entities, characteristics, and feature groups that are part
of an initiative:

1. On the Initiative Manager landing page, locate an initiative. You can filter the list by
lifecycle stage or date in the Filter By section.

2. Select the initiative, then go to its Initiative Content page. Select anything on the
list to view or edit it.

3. To delete an item on the list of initiative contents, use the actions icon with three
vertical dots on the right side. See Deleting and removing entities and related data.

Managing initiatives
Use Initiative Manager to manage each stage in the initiative lifecycle. For the Study,
Design, and Test stages, there are two main steps:

• Complete: Typically, the user performing the work for that stage clicks the
appropriate Complete button when they are finished.

• Approve: When a stage is completed, the user acting as approver reviews the
work. If there are issues, the approver can request changes. The approver then
clicks the appropriate Approve button, which moves the initiative to the next
stage.

The Complete and Approve buttons are below the Lifecycle display on the Initiative
Details page.

For the Test stage, you have additional options:

• If testing uncovers issues that require changes, instead of completing, you can
click Go To, then select Go Back to Design. You can then make changes before
approving the Design stage.

• Instead of approving testing, you can select Reject Initiative, which permanently
deletes the diagram and all other initiative contents. You need the approver role to
take this action.

Note:

This is the only point where you have the option of deleting an initiative.

When the initiative has progressed to the Active stage, click Launch initiative to move
the initiative to production status. You need the approver role to launch an initiative.
After launch, the initiative is frozen.

Chapter 2
Viewing an initiative's contents
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3
Creating domains

Use domains in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer to organize entities
into meaningful groups.

Topics in this document

• About domains

• Creating domains

About domains
Each PSR Designer entity belongs to a domain:

Domain Type Entities

Commercial Product

Service Customer facing service (CFS)

Technical Resource facing service (RFS)

Resource

Location

You can use multiple domains of the appropriate type to help organize your design. For
example, a mobile service offering could have technical domains for 3G, 4G, and 5G service.
The residential phone service shown in Example of a PSR Designer diagram has technical
domains for Voice over IP (VoIP) and Plain Old Telphone Service (POTS).

Although domains have limited significance in PSR Designer, they're a required part of entity
definitions. In the Design Studio Eclipse environment, domains map to projects and become
important to how a design is realized.

After an initiative is launched, you can use the domains belonging to that initiative elsewhere
in the system.

Because domains are required for entities, you might want to create domains before creating
your diagram.

Creating domains
When you create a domain, you define just the name and type. The domain takes on
meaning when you assign it to entities in a diagram.

In PSR Administrator, click Create at the top right, then select the command for the type of
domain you want. In the dialog box, enter a name and optionally a description, and select an
initiative.

You specify this domain when creating an entity in a diagram that is in the same initiative.
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To view the domain, select it in PSR Administrator, or click View on the Details page
for an entity that uses it. You can change the name or description, see where the
domain is used, and delete the domain.

If you delete a domain associated with an entity, you'll need to associate a different
domain.

Chapter 3
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4
Working with diagrams

Use diagrams in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer to model network
solutions. A diagram includes products, services, and resources and their relationships.

Topics in this document

• About diagrams

• Creating diagrams

• Working on the diagram canvas

• Visual indicators in diagrams

• Example of a PSR Designer diagram

About diagrams
You create diagrams in PSR Modeler to visualize end-to-end solutions at a high level. A
diagram then becomes the basis for a model in the Design Studio Eclipse environment,
where technical information is added.

You can create entities in whatever order makes sense to you, in conjunction with your
planning process. A customer facing service (CFS) is often a good starting point, followed by
technical action subjects, which help determine the resources you need to support the
service.

Creating diagrams
You can create a completely new diagram, or you can use PSR Designer blueprints as a
starting point. See Using blueprints.

To create a new diagram:

In PSR Modeler, on the Diagram Gallery page, click Create Diagram at the top right. Enter
a name and optionally a description, then select an initiative.

The diagram canvas appears.

An icon for each entity type appears in a bar above the canvas. You can drag an entity icon
onto the canvas to begin creating it. Or you can right-click in the diagram to access
commands for creating entities. See Creating entities.

You can change your diagram's name or description. Click Edit Diagram.

You can delete a diagram from the list in PSR Modeler or on the Initiative Content page in
Initiative Manager. Use the actions icon with three vertical dots on the right side. See Deleting
and removing entities and related data.
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Working on the diagram canvas
PSR Modeler provides several options for working with your diagram. For more on
entities, see Creating entities.

To zoom in the diagram, you can use the mouse scroll wheel or the controls at the
right end of the entity toolbar:

You can decrease and increase the zoom at preset increments. The maximum zoom is
100%.

To zoom the entire diagram, click and hold the left mouse button while pressing
Control and drag it.

To pan the diagram, click and hold the left mouse button on an empty part of the
diagram and drag it.

To move an individual entity, click and hold the left mouse button on the entity and drag
it to the new location.

You can expand and collapse each entity, except for locations. For products,
expanding shows service mappings and for CFSs, RFS, and resources, expanding
shows components.

Solid lines connect entities when they are expanded to show primary and auxiliary
service mappings for products and components for CFSs, RFSs, and resources. Links
from products are gray, links from other entities are blue. This example shows links
between an RFS and resources:

Chapter 4
Working on the diagram canvas
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Dashed gray lines connect entities when they are collapsed. For example:

If you hover over a link, PSR Modeler highlights it and shows information about it:

For ways to link entities, see Linking entities.

Visual indicators in diagrams
Entities in diagrams use these visual indicators:

Indicator Description

Start of link from one entity to another. Appears only when service mappings
and components are displayed.

Start of links from one entity to multiple entities. Appears only when service
mappings and components are displayed.

To-do list of items that need to be completed for the entity to validate. Hover
over the icon to see the list.

Chapter 4
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Indicator Description

List of errors that need to be fixed for the entity to validate. Hover over the
icon to see the list.

The entity is a technical action subject, a logical or physical item in the
network that's needed for a service. See About technical action subjects and
targets.

The entity is a technical action target, the context for a technical action
subject. See About technical action subjects and targets.

The entity is shared by multiple diagrams. Entities from launched initiatives
can be added to diagrams in other initiatives.

A revised entity. See Revising diagrams and entities.

Entity locked by another initiative.

Example of a PSR Designer diagram
This is a completed diagram showing a design for a residential phone system. The
entities are expanded to show the primary and auxiliary links for the product and the
component links for the CFSs, RFSs, and resources.

 

 

Chapter 4
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5
Creating entities

The model you diagram in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer shows the
relationships between the entities in your system, the products, services, resources, and
locations.

Topics in this document

• About entities

• Creating products

• Creating customer facing services

• Creating resource facing services

• Creating resources

• Creating locations

• Linking entities

• Deleting and removing entities and related data

About entities
Entities in PSR Designer are specifications for the actual instances in run-time applications,
such as Oracle Communications Unified Inventory Management. For example, in PSR
Designer a product is a product specification, a customer facing service (CFS) is a CFS
specification, and so on.

These entities are the basis for diagrams you create in PSR Modeler to model your network
solution:

Entity Description

Product A definition that is the basis for a commercial offering. You connect a
product to services by adding primary and auxiliary service mappings
to CFSs. An auxiliary service enriches the primary service but doesn't
exist independently of it.

In the Residential Phone example, Home Phone is the product
definition for the Fixed Voice primary service and Voice Mail auxiliary
service.

Customer facing service
(CFS)

A definition of a service that realizes a product you offer to customers.
You associate CFSs with RFSs. You can use the same CFS to fulfill
different but similar product offers.

In the Residential Phone example, Fixed Voice and Voice Mail are the
customer facing services connected to the Home Phone product.

Resource facing service
(RFS)

An underlying technical service that configures a CFS.

In the Residential Phone example, the Voice Mail CFS depends on the
VoiceMailBox RFS.
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Entity Description

Resource Specific objects in the network and inventory that a resource facing
service can consume, reference, or share when it's provisioned.
Resources can be physical, such as a port, or logical, such as
bandwidth or IP address.

In the Residential Phone example, the VoiceMailBox RFS utilizes the
VoiceMailServer resource.

Location A physical location for services and resources, such as an office,
residence, or city. Locations are realized as Design Studio for Inventory
Place specifications.

In the Residential Phone example, Residence is the location for the
products and services set up in the diagram, meaning that the Home
Phone product and its associated services are provisioned to a
customer's physical residence.

For the Residential Phone example, see Example of a PSR Designer diagram.

About technical action subjects and targets
When you define an RFS or resource, you can specify that it is a technical action
subject or technical action target. These relate to technical actions, which are
configured in the Design Studio Eclipse environment.

If an entity is a technical action subject, technical actions on the entity control the
lifecycle of a corresponding real entity in the network.

You set one or more application roles for technical action subjects, to indicate the type
of action involved. With multiple application roles, you can have technical actions
destined for different types of delivery systems defined against a single entity.

Available application roles are:

• Activation

• NFV Orchestration

• Supply Chain Management

• Test

• Workforce Management

• All Applications

• Partner Gateway

For example, you can both ship and install customer premise equipment, so you might
select Activation and Supply Chain Management application roles.

If an entity is a technical action target, the entity is the unique context in which
technical actions exist in the network. For example, an interface exists in the context of
a device.

In the Residential Phone example, VoIP Line is a technical action subject, with an
application role of activation, and the VoIPServer resource is the corresponding
technical action target. See Example of a PSR Designer diagram.

Chapter 5
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About design actions
A design action is an operation that can be invoked on an entity in the context of a service
configuration. You can define design actions for CFSs, RFSs, and resources. For each
design action operation, you can select which characteristics will be provided as inputs,
outputs, or both.

You can select one or more of the following for Input and Output:

• Add

• Change

• Disconnect

• Move

• Resume

• Suspend

Design actions identify which of the characteristics on the entity are exposed in the
signatures of operations acting on the entity. For example, the set of characteristics identified
as inputs on the Add action will be part of the request to create an instance of the entity.

You can't add characteristics to design actions independent of an entity. Only characteristics
you've added to the entity appear for design actions.

Rules for naming entities
To avoid errors when importing into the Design Studio Eclipse environment, follow these
guidelines for entity names:

• You can use uppercase and lowercase letters and numbers.

• Use only a letter for the first character, and either a letter or number for the last character.

• You can have spaces and underscores within the name.

• Don't use any special characters other than underscores.

Creating products
To create products in a diagram:

1. To start creating a product, do one of the following:

• Click the Product icon in the toolbar and drag it into the diagram.

• Right-click in an empty part of the diagram and select Create Product.

The Create Product dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description, then click Create.

See Rules for naming entities.

The product appears in the diagram.

3. Select the product from the diagram or select Edit from its context menu.

The product's page appears.

Chapter 5
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4. In the Product Details section, enter a commercial domain.

You can create domains in PSR Administrator. See Creating domains.

5. In the Characteristics section, add one or more characteristics. You can use
existing characteristics or create new ones. You can also add or create feature
groups here.

You can change the minimum and maximum cardinality on this page, but you need
to select the characteristic or feature group name to edit any other values.

See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

6. In the Service Mappings section, enter one or more CFSs for the primary and
auxiliary mappings.

You can also connect a service mapping to a CFS in the diagram. See Linking
entities.

If you create a CFS for this step, it won't appear in your diagram until you explicitly
add it.

7. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.

Creating customer facing services
To create customer facing services (CFSs) in a diagram:

1. To start creating a CFS, do one of the following:

• Click the CFS icon in the toolbar and drag it into the diagram.

• Right-click in an empty part of the diagram and select Create Customer
Facing Service.

The Create Customer Facing Service dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description, then click Create.

See Rules for naming entities.

The CFS appears in the diagram.

3. Select the CFS from the diagram or select Edit from its context menu.

The CFS's page appears.

4. In the Customer Facing Service Details section, enter a service domain.

You create domains in PSR Administrator. See Creating domains.

5. In the Characteristics section, add one or more characteristics. You can use
existing characteristics or create new ones. You can also add or create feature
groups here.

You can change the minimum and maximum cardinality on this page, but you need
to select the characteristic or feature group name to edit any other values.

See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

6. In the Components section, optionally add components, which define links to
other entities.

See Creating components.

7. In the Design Actions section, optionally select actions for the input and output of
each characteristic.

Chapter 5
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See About design actions.

8. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.

Creating resource facing services
To create resource facing services (RFSs) in a diagram:

1. To start creating an RFS, do one of the following:

• Click the RFS icon in the toolbar and drag it into the diagram.

• Right-click in an empty part of the diagram and select Create Resource Facing
Service.

The Create Resource Facing Service dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description, then click Create.

See Rules for naming entities.

The RFS appears in the diagram.

3. Select the RFS from the diagram or select Edit from its context menu.

The RFS's page appears.

4. In the Resource Facing Service Details section, enter a technical domain.

You create domains in PSR Administrator. See Creating domains.

5. Optionally, indicate that the RFS is a technical action subject or target. If you specify an
RFS as a technical action subject, then also select one or more application roles. In
addition, create or edit a corresponding RFS or resource to be a technical action target.

See About technical action subjects and targets.

6. Optionally, select Enable Design Actions. If you select this, then add characteristics and
set design actions for them.

See About design actions.

7. In the Characteristics section, add one or more characteristics. You can use existing
characteristics or create new ones. You can also add or create feature groups here.

You can change the minimum and maximum cardinality on this page, but you need to
select the characteristic or feature group name to edit any other values.

See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

8. In the Components section, optionally add components, which define links to other
entities.

See Creating components.

9. In the Design Actions section, optionally select actions for the input and output of each
characteristic.

See About design actions.

10. If the RFS is a technical action target, in the Application Roles section, select
application roles that define types of technical actions.

See About technical action subjects and targets.

11. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.

Chapter 5
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Creating resources
To create resources in a diagram:

1. To start creating a resource, do one of the following:

• Click the Resource icon in the toolbar and drag it into the diagram.

• Right-click in an empty part of the diagram and select Create Resource.

The Create Resource dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description, then click Create.

See Rules for naming entities.

The resource appears in the diagram.

3. Select the resource from the diagram or select Edit from its context menu.

The resource's page appears.

4. In the Resource Details section, enter a technical domain.

You create domains in PSR Administrator. See Creating domains.

5. Optionally, indicate that the resource is a technical action subject or target. If you
specify a resource as a technical action subject, then also select one or more
application roles. In addition, create or edit a corresponding resource to be a
technical action target.

See About technical action subjects and targets.

6. Optionally, select Enable Design Actions. If you select this, then add
characteristics and set design actions for them.

See About design actions.

7. In the Characteristics section, add one or more characteristics. You can use
existing characteristics or create new ones. You can also add or create feature
groups here.

You can change the minimum and maximum cardinality on this page, but you need
to select the characteristic or feature group name to edit any other values.

See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

8. In the Components section, optionally add components, which define links to
other entities.

See Creating components.

9. In the Design Actions section, optionally select actions for the input and output of
each characteristic.

See About design actions.

10. If the resource is a technical action target, in the Application Roles section, select
application roles that define types of technical actions.

See About technical action subjects and targets.

11. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.
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Creating locations
To create a location in a diagram:

1. To start creating a location, do one of the following:

• Click the Location icon in the toolbar and drag it into the diagram.

• Right-click in an empty part of the diagram and select Create Location.

The Create Location dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description, then click Create.

See Rules for naming entities.

The location appears in the diagram.

3. Select the location from the diagram or select Edit from its context menu.

The location's page appears.

4. In the Location Details section, enter a technical domain.

You create domains in PSR Administrator. See Creating domains.

5. In the Characteristics section, add one or more characteristics. You can use existing
characteristics or create new ones. You can also add or create feature groups here.

You can change the minimum and maximum cardinality on this page, but you need to
select the characteristic or feature group name to edit any other values.

See Creating characteristics and feature groups.

6. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.

Linking entities
You can make these connections between entities, using service mappings in products and
components in other entities:

• Product to CFS (primary and auxiliary links can't be the same)

• CFS to location or resource facing service (RFS)

• RFS to location, resource, or another RFS

• Resource to location, another resource, or RFS

You can link entities in these ways:

• When you define service actions and components using the dialog boxes for each type of
entity, PSR Modeler links the entities on the diagram canvas.

• In a diagram, right-click Primary or Auxiliary for a product or a component name for a
CFS, RFS, or resource, and select Start Link. Then right-click the entity you want to link
to and select End Link.

• In a diagram, left-click Primary or Auxiliary for a product or a component name for a
CFS, RFS, or resource, then hold and drag to the entity you want to link to.

After you graphically create a link, PSR Modeler updates the definition of the entity that starts
the link.
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For information on how PSR Modeler visually represents links, see Working on the
diagram canvas.

Adding entities to a diagram
You can add existing entities to your diagram if they belong to the same initiative or to
a launched initiative. This is especially useful if you create an entity as part of another
activity, or if you want to provide a view with just a subset of an entire model.

For example, if you create a CFS while defining service mappings for a product, that
CFS won't appear in the diagram until you add it.

To add an entity, right-click its icon on the PSR Modeler toolbar and select the Add
command from the menu. You then search for the entity in a dialog box. You can
choose to include referenced nodes,which are any linked entities.

Deleting and removing entities and related data
To delete entities, characteristics, components, and domains from PSR Designer:

In Initiative Manager, select the initiative for your diagram, then click Initiative Content
in the Sections list. This page lists the diagrams, entities, characteristics, feature
groups, and domains that belong to the initiative. To delete an item in the list, click the
actions icon with three vertical dots:

Then select the Delete command.

You can also use the same icon and command to delete items in these locations:

• PSR Dictionary, to delete characteristics and feature groups

• PSR Administrator, to delete domains

• PSR Modeler, to delete diagrams

Note:

You can't delete an entity or characteristic from the system once the initiative
that creates it has been launched. In subsequent initiatives, you can create
revisions of entities and diagrams that affect its definition and how it's used,
but deleting a revised entity from an initiative will only remove it from the
initiative; the previous version will still exist.

Within entity definition dialog boxes in PSR Modeler, you can delete components you
added to entities and you can delete options from components.

In diagrams, you can delete links between entities.

You can remove entities and characteristics without deleting them:

• You can remove entities from a diagram. The entities are still in the system and
listed in the initiative contents. You can add a removed entity back to the diagram
or use it elsewhere after the initiative is launched.
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• Within entity definition pages in PSR Modeler, you can remove characteristics and
feature groups from the entities. This doesn't delete them from PSR Dictionary.
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6
Creating components

Add components to entities in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer. A
component represents a specific element needed to complete the entity. The component
shows relationships to possible entities that can act as this element.

Topics in this document

• About components

• Creating components

About components
When defining a CFS, RFS, or resource, you can add one or more components that
reference another entity. This sets a relationship between the entities such that they are
associated with each other in your system's processes.

For example, the Voice Mail CFS has a Mailbox component that links to the VoiceMailBox
RFS. In turn, that RFS has an Activation Target component that connects to the
VoiceMailServer resource.

 

 
In your diagram, each component links to another entity. A CFS can link to locations and
RFSs. An RFS and a resource can link to locations, RFSs, and resources.

A CFS requires at least one component.

Set one of these link types for each component:

• Exclusive: At run time, the component can't be shared with other service instances. For
example, a VoIP RFS might have an exclusive component for a telephone number. In the
Residential Phone example, there's an exclusive relationship between the VoIP Line
RFS and the TelephoneNumber resource. See Example of a PSR Designer diagram.

• Shared: At run time, the component can be shared with other service instances. For
example, a mobile RFS might have a shared component for a home location register,
because an HLR can maintain several user accounts simultaneously and isn't exclusive
to any one service.

• Reference: At run time, a target entity references a source entity. For example, a fixed
voice CFS might have a reference component for a service location, which is a physical
address.
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• ConfigHierarchy: In Oracle Communications Unified Inventory Management
(UIM), an intermediate hierarchical structure is referenced at run time. You can use
this for a relationship between an RFS and a resource. The ConfigHierarchy link
type indicates that a UIM realization of a resource component should result in a
hierarchy of configuration items and should not generate a UIM entity.

Components are specific to the entity in which you create them and don't need to have
unique names.

About cardinality
Cardinality determines how many times a data element can appear in an entity and is
used when defining characteristics.

For example, if a service has a characteristic for telephone number, the cardinality
minimum might be 1 and the maximum 2. When that service is provisioned to a
customer, they can have one or two phone numbers as part of that service.

Creating components
Create a component as part of defining a CFS, RFS, or resource:

1. To start creating a component, do one of the following:

• On the page for a CFS, RFS, or resource, click Components in the Sections
list. Then click the Create Component icon.

• In a diagram, right-click a CFS, RFS, or resource, and select Create
Component.

2. Enter a name and optional description.

3. Select the type of entity the component will link to.

4. Click Create.

5. Continue defining the component in either of these ways:

• Click the newly created component on the Components page of your entity.

• Click the component name or the to-do list icon in the diagram.

The component's page appears.

6. Select a link type. See About components for information about each one.

7. Set the minimum and maximum cardinality. See About cardinality.

8. Under Options, add one or more entities of the type you set for this component.
For example, if you selected Resource Facing Service Component for the type,
add one or more RFSs. Then do one of the following:

• Click the Add icon and select an existing entity.

• Click the Create icon and create a new entity. The new entity won't appear in
your diagram until you explicitly add it.

You can also connect the component to an entity in the diagram. See Linking
entities.

9. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left.
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7
Creating characteristics and feature groups

Characteristics are specific types of data that you can use in a service in Oracle
Communications Design Studio PSR Designer. Feature groups are sets of characteristics
that you want to use together. You can define characteristics in PSR Dictionary or from within
products, CFSs, RFS, and resources.

Topics in this document

• About characteristics and feature groups

• Creating characteristics in PSR Dictionary

• Creating feature groups in PSR Dictionary

• Creating characteristics and feature groups in PSR Designer

• Viewing characteristics and feature groups

About characteristics and feature groups
A characteristic is a type of data with particular properties. The types are boolean, date and
time, numeric, and text. For example, a characteristic can be an ID, a feature, a zip code, or a
telephone number. You can combine characteristics into feature groups and use a
characteristic in multiple entities.

You can define characteristics and feature groups in these ways:

• In PSR Dictionary, you can define certain basic information. Define characteristics here if
you want to propagate a certain pattern across diagrams, for example, how a telephone
number is set up in your system.

• When defining an entity, you can add a previously defined characteristic or feature group
or create new ones. Characteristics you define in an entity then show up in PSR
Dictionary. There's certain information you can only add to a characteristic at the entity
level, such as cardinality, the minimum and maximum number of instances of a
characteristic.

Deleting a characteristic or feature group from within an entity just removes it from the entity.
Deleting a characteristic or feature group in PSR Dictionary deletes it from the system. You
can't delete a characteristic or feature group that's being used in an in-progress or launched
initiative.

Rules for characteristic names and IDs
To avoid errors when importing into the Design Studio Eclipse environment, follow these
guidelines for characteristic names and IDs:

• You can use uppercase and lowercase letters and numbers.

• Use only a letter for the first character, and either a letter or number for the last character.

• You can have spaces and underscores within the name.
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• Don't use any special characters other than underscores.

Creating characteristics in PSR Dictionary
To create a characteristic in PSR Dictionary:

1. Click Create Characteristic.

The Create Characteristic dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optional description, and specify an initiative.

See Rules for characteristic names and IDs.

3. Select a type.

4. You can update the ID or keep the default, which is the characteristic name. The
ID must be unique in the system.

After you finish creating the characteristic, you can't change the type or ID.

The characteristic's page appears.

5. You can optionally change the name and description. For characteristic types
except boolean, there's a Configuration section, where you enter different values
depending on the type.

For text characteristics, you can specify a regular expression and an enumeration
style to control how the text is presented in a run-time application.

6. For numeric and text characteristics, optionally specify valid values. Click Valid
Values in the section list, click the Create Valid Value icon, enter a name and
optional description, and then specify values.

7. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left of the page to complete creating the
characteristic.

Creating feature groups in PSR Dictionary
To create a feature group in PSR Dictionary:

1. Click Create Feature Group.

The Create Feature Group dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optional description, and specify an initiative.

See Rules for characteristic names and IDs.

3. You can update the ID or keep the default, which is the feature group name. The
ID must be unique in the system.

After you finish creating the feature group, you can't change the type or ID.

The feature group's page appears.

4. Click Characteristics under Sections, then add new or existing characteristics.
Set cardinality for each one. See About cardinality.

From here, you can also click any characteristic to edit it.

5. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left of the page to complete creating the
feature group.
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Creating characteristics and feature groups in PSR Designer
When defining a product, CFS, RFS, or resource, you can create a new characteristic or
feature group. To do this:

1. In the Characteristics section of the entity, click the Create Characteristic icon at the
top right.

The Create Characteristic dialog box appears.

2. Enter a name and optionally a description.

See Rules for characteristic names and IDs.

3. Select a type. If you're creating a feature group, select it as the type.

4. You can update the ID or keep the default, which is the characteristic name. The ID must
be unique in the system.

After you finish creating the characteristic, you can't change the type or ID.

5. Click Create.

The characteristic appears in the Characteristics section.

6. Optionally, you can set the cardinality on this page. See About cardinality.

7. If your characteristic type is date and time, numeric, or text, configure it as follows:

a. Click the characteristic name.

The characteristic's page appears.

b. In the Characteristic Details section, click View beneath the Attribute field.

The Basic Details page for the characteristic appears.

c. In the Configuration section, specify the values relevant to the type of characteristic.
For example, for a text characteristic, enter the minimum and maximum number of
characters.

d. For numeric and text characteristics, optionally specify valid values. Click Valid
Values in the section list, click the Create Valid Value icon, enter a name and
optional description, and then specify values.

e. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left of the page.

8. If your characteristic type is feature group, add characteristics:

a. Click the characteristic name.

The characteristic's page appears.

b. In the Characteristic Details section, click View beneath the Attribute field.

The Basic Details page for the characteristic appears.

c. In the Characteristics section, add new or existing characteristics. Set cardinality for
each one. See About cardinality.

d. Click the Previous page arrow at the top left of the page.

The characteristic you create here is also available in PSR Dictionary.
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Viewing characteristics and feature groups
You can view the details of any characteristic and feature group in PSR Dictionary.

On the landing page, find and select a characteristic or feature group:

• You can filter the list by initiative or date in the Filter By section.

• You can include characteristics and feature groups from released initiatives. Select
All Initiatives under Initiative and select Include release content below the
filters. You can't filter by a specific released initiative.

You can view the entities and feature groups that use a characteristic. Select the
characteristic on the PSR Dictionary landing page, then select Used By in the
Sections list.
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8
Using blueprints

You can use blueprints provided by Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer as
starting points for your diagrams. Some of the blueprints represent reference implementation
examples from Oracle Communications Service Network Orchestration (SNO).

Topics in this document

• About blueprints packaged with PSR Designer

• Importing blueprints

About blueprints packaged with PSR Designer
You can use PSR Designer blueprints to start a new diagram or to import sample diagrams.

The Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer Samples package on Oracle
Software Delivery Cloud includes a blueprints directory with these blueprints:

• CommonBaseDictionaryBlueprint: Import this blueprint first, as it contains dictionary
entries that are required prerequisites for the other blueprints. This blueprint doesn't
create a diagram, but it does provide characteristics that define the implicit parameters
used in all customer facing service (CFS) design actions, which all the other blueprints
reference. Launch the initiative you use for this blueprint before you import any of the
other blueprints. But you can then import the other blueprints in any order.

• CreateNewServiceModelBlueprint: Use this blueprint to get a quick start on a new
diagram. It contains a set of predefined entities, to which you add names and
descriptions.

The result is a diagram containing one CFS in a new service domain and includes the
CFS's first supporting technology domain, which contains one resource facing service
(RFS) with two resource components. The RFS is a technical action subject for
activation, with one of the resources identified as the technical action target.

You can then add to and modify this diagram so that it represents your model.

When uploading, this blueprint prompts you to enter:

– Diagram Name

– Diagram Description

– New Service Domain Name

– New Technology Domain Name

– New CFS Name

– CFS Component Name (name of component that references the RFS)

– New RFS Name

– RFS Component Name (name of component that references the resource)

– Activation Target Component Name (name of component that references the
activation target)
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– Resource Name

– Activation Target Resource Name

• BroadbandInternetAccessRIBlueprint: Contains the
Broadband_Internet_Access diagram, which shows services commonly provided
to consumers. The diagram illustrates the implementation of a common service
capability using different technology variations represented by different RFSs
(DOCSIS or DSL). It also shows location-anchored services that include customer-
specific connectivity and an association of technical action subjects to external
delivery system types, which are represented as application roles.

• CarrierEthernetRIBlueprint: Contains the Carrier Ethernet Reference
Implementation diagram. This is a sample implementation of a carrier ethernet
model widely used in the industry for Layer 2 connectivity services. It's an MEF-
aligned service model for Ethernet Virtual Connection (EVC)-based service types
(E-LAN, E-Tree, E-Line). This model is aligned with the Carrier Ethernet
Conceptual model found in SNO 7.4.

• MobileRIBlueprint: Contains the Mobile Subscriber Services diagram, which
illustrates a choice of implementations for a mobile service subscription
corresponding to 5G, 4G, and 3G technologies. This model is aligned with the
reference implementation found in SNO 7.4.1 and later.

• SmokeTestRIBlueprint: Contains the Smoke Test diagram for a fictitious service,
designed to illustrate patterns found in more extensive PSR Designer diagrams.
You can also use this as a simple sanity test of standard service network
orchestration processing. This model is aligned to the Smoke Test conceptual
model from SNO 7.4.

Importing blueprints
Before importing a blueprint, create a new initiative. See Creating initiatives.

To import a blueprint, go to the PSR Modeler landing page, and click Blueprint at the
top right of the page. In the Blueprint dialog box, select an initiative and specify the
blueprint file. You can drag and drop the file or browse to it.

If the blueprint prompts you for names and other information, enter that. For all
blueprints, click Create.

After the blueprint successfully loads, its data is visible in the appropriate locations.
The diagram is in PSR Modeler, characteristics are in PSR Dictionary, and domains
are in PSR Administrator.
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9
Importing product specifications

You can import product specification definitions from external catalogs compliant with a TMF
620 Product Catalog Management API. Doing this associates the product specification with a
diagram.

To do this:

1. Use the GET operation with the PSR Designer TMF 620-compliant Open REST API to
create a JSON file that contains the product specification definition. The JSON file should
be compliant with the TMF 620 POST operation payload.

See REST API for Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer.

2. In PSR Designer, go to the PSR Modeler landing page, and click Import Catalog at the
top right of the page.

The Import Catalog dialog box appears.

3. Select an initiative and, optionally, a diagram. Then specify the JSON file. You can drag
and drop the file or browse to it. Then click Create.

The product specification name must be unique in PSR Designer. If the name already
exists, the import won't work.

The page for the imported product appears.

4. Specify a commercial domain. You can also make other changes as needed.

The product specification is now part of the initiative you specified when importing and you
can add it to a diagram that belongs to the same initiative. If you specified a diagram when
importing, the product specification appears in that diagram.
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10
Revising diagrams and entities

After you launch an initiative in Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer, you
and other users can revise the diagram and entities using other initiatives. Domains and
characteristics from the launched initiative are available system-wide.

You might create a revision to update a launched diagram.

A revised entity only appears in diagrams being revised by the same initiative. Existing
diagrams or diagrams revised by another initiative show the unrevised entity, the version
included in a launched initiative.

After you launch an initiative containing a revised entity, PSR Designer updates the entity in
any other initiative where it was added.

To revise a diagram:

1. In PSR Modeler, open a diagram from an initiative that's been launched.

2. Click Revise at the top right of the diagram.

3. Enter the name of a different initiative.

The diagram opens with (Revision) appended to the name.

You can revise an entity if it's in a diagram revision or if you've added it to a different diagram.
To do this:

In the diagram containing the entity you want to revise, right-click the entity, and select
Revise. The entity's page opens, with (Revision) appended to the name.
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11
Using PSR Designer models in the Design
Studio Eclipse environment

You import models from Oracle Communications Design Studio PSR Designer into the
Design Studio Eclipse environment, where technical users enrich it to create a fully defined
conceptual model.

To import a PSR Designer diagram into Design Studio, see Importing Conceptual Models
from PSR Designer in Modeling Basics.

In PSR Designer, a diagram usually represents a complete model, but think of a diagram as a
view of the complete model. Even after the model is enriched in Eclipse, update the PSR
Designer diagram, entities, and other data when you need to make changes, and re-import
the diagram into Eclipse. Doing this won't overwrite the enrichments made in Eclipse.

Keep in mind that there's no option to import a model from the Design Studio Eclipse
environment back into PSR Designer. So to keep the model in sync between the two Design
Studio environments, don't change entities or data in Eclipse that you can change in PSR
Designer.

When working with a model in both Design Studio environments, note the following:

• Design actions in PSR Designer are service actions in the Design Studio Eclipse
environment.

• Feature groups in PSR Designer are structured parameters in the Design Studio Eclipse
environment.

• PSR Designer doesn't indicate that parameters in design actions are optional.

In addition, PSR Designer doesn't fully define some information that is part of the conceptual
model in Eclipse:

• Technical action signatures

• Action parameter bindings

• Notes

When you import a PSR Designer model into Eclipse-based Design Studio:

• Everything included in the diagram is imported, but characteristics and feature groups
you create in PSR Dictionary are not imported if they are not associated with an entity,
even though they belong to the same initiative.

• For imported CFSs, data elements such as characteristics are not configured with the
Persisted tag by default in the Design Studio Eclipse environment. But the Persisted tag
is set for characteristics associated with RFSs or resources.

You can manually configure the Persisted tag in Design Studio. For more about the
Persisted tag, see About Realizing Services in Design Studio for Inventory in Concepts.

• If a characteristic is part of a feature group but not independently associated with an
entity, then that characteristic is not added to the data dictionary as a base element in the
Design Studio Eclipse environment.
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• Service actions are automatically created in Design Studio for every CFS and RFS
in the PSR Designer model. Service actions for resources are created only if
Enable Design Actions is set for the resource in PSR Designer.

Design actions represent the data map parameters and corresponding action
codes in Design Studio for the listed characteristics. The mapped characteristics
will be shown as data elements in the service action for the corresponding entity in
Design Studio.

Design actions are equivalent to Data Map tab for the corresponding entity in the
Design Studio Eclipse environment.
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